The Technology A.S.T.P. Unit has undertaken what may be considered a monumental task, in sponsoring the formal Christmas Ball next week-end. Up to now there has been almost nothing to remind the Army students that they are going to college except the things that the Army controls and governs. All sports are Army-organized, and except for a few former Tech students, the National Advertising Service, Inc. American Association of Collegiate Women, M.I.T. field, the occasional football game, and the occasional Navy V-12 students have had no chance to participate in the regular under-graduate extra-curricular activities.

As far as social life is concerned, there has thus far been no self-sponsored affairs. Finally some of the boys took the long-needed step of sponsoring a big dance. Not only have they given the Institute A.S.T.P. Unit the opportunity to attend a military ball, but they have also invited the Navy V-12 students to attend as well as A.S.T.P. men from Boston College, Northeastern, Harvard, and Boston University.

We congratulate the Army boys on the project and wish them the best of luck for a successful evening. Let us hope that this will not be the last of such affairs either.

SECOND ANNIVERSARY

Two years ago we put the caption "Let's Set the Rising Sun" under our signature on the front page. A year ago we removed it, saying that there was more to war than merely "Rising Jap." The months since then have born out that statement.

We've killed a lot of Japs since then, and a lot of Germans too. We can boast that we've killed enough Italians to make them give up the fight and come over to our side. We're moving northward in both the Pacific and in Europe. We no longer fret over brawls on our railroad towns and dare to let our lights burn at night once more.

But as we move daily closer to victory, all the complex and interlocking problems that we are ultimately going to have to face and solve are beginning to show themselves more clearly and fortunately, more and more people are realizing their existence and are beginning to do something about it. The reports of the recent Roosevelt-Churchill-Stalin conferences show that these men are well aware that the war will not be over on the day that Germany and Japan surrender.
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The reports of the recent Roosevelt-Churchill-Stalin conferences show that these men are well aware that the war will not be over on the day that Germany and Japan surrender. They fully realize that then their truly big problems will just be starting. But these three men alone cannot assure us of a last-night at the house at 314 Memorial Drive. The invitation states that "entertainments arc provided, and there will be a dance and good cheer." We congratulate the Army boys on the project and wish them the best of luck for a successful evening. Let us hope that this will not be the last of such affairs either.
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